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Abstract
We have addressed the study of non-leptonic weak decays of heavy hadrons (Λb,Λc, B and D),
with external and internal emission to give two final hadrons, taking into account the spin-angular
momentum structure of the mesons and baryons produced.
A detailed angular momentum formulation is developed which leads to easy final formulas. By
means of them we have made predictions for a large amount of reactions, up to a global factor,
common to many of them, that we take from some particular data. Comparing the theoretical
predictions with the experimental data, the agreement found is quite good in general and the
discrepancies should give valuable information on intrinsic form factors, independent of the spin
structure studied here. The formulas obtained are also useful in order to evaluate meson-meson or
meson-baryon loops, for instance of B decays, in which one has PP, PV, VP or VV intermediate
states, with P for pseudoscalar mesons and V for vector meson and lay the grounds for studies of
decays into three final particles.
∗ liangwh@gxnu.edu.cn
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I. INTRODUCTION
Non-leptonic and semi-leptonic weak decays of heavy hadrons have become an important
source of information on hadron dynamics [1–18]. A recent review on the subject can be
seen in Ref. [19]. In non-leptonic decays, the most typical situations appear in external
emission, which we depict in Fig. 1(a) for meson decay, and internal emission, depicted in
Fig. 1(b) [20–23].
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FIG. 1. Meson decay with external emission (a) or internal emission (b).
In external emission, a qq¯ state from theW decay vertex can lead to a pseudoscalar meson
(P) or a vector meson (V), and then the other two final q and q¯ states again can produce
a pseudoscalar or a vector meson. We have thus four possibilities PP, PV, VP and VV for
production. In internal emission, a q state from the first decay vertex and a q¯ from the
second decay vertex merge to produce either a pseudoscalar or a vector, and the remaining
qq¯ pair can again produce a pseudoscalar or a vector. Once again we have four possibilities,
PP, PV, VP and VV for production. Certainly there are many other decay modes, and most
of them originate from these basic structures after hadronization including an extra qq¯ pair
with the quantum number of the vacuum. Final state interaction of this pair of emerging
mesons can give rise to resonances dynamically generated and the process provides a rich
information on the nature of such resonances [19].
The primary production of the PP, PV, VP, VV pairs is thus important for the study of
many other processes stemming from hadronization of these primary meson-meson states.
There are other issues where this is important. One of them has to do with the possible
violation of universality in e+e−, µ+µ− production in B¯0 → γ∗K¯∗0 decay [24], which is
stimulating much work [25]. Loops involving mesons, B¯0 → D−s D+, followed by D−s →
γ∗D−s , D
+D−s → K¯∗0, have come to be relevant on this issue [26] and one can have them
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with the primary production, B¯0 → D−s D+, D∗−s D+, D−s D∗+, D∗−s D∗+, with all the loops
interfering among themselves. One needs these primary amplitudes including their relative
phase.
On the other hand, there is a very large amount of decays of this type measured, and
tabulated in the PDG [27], including B,Bs, D,Ds decays, and the internal or external emis-
sion modes. The problem arises equally in baryon decays as Λb or Λc, both in internal or
external emission. A correlation of all these data from a theoretical perspective is worth in
itself and this is the purpose of the present work.
The B and D decays into two mesons have been thoroughly studied theoretically with
different approaches, pQCD, QCDF, SCET, BBNS factorization, light front models, and
much progress has been done on the topic [28–47]. One common thing to these approaches
is that different structures appearing in different reactions are identified and conveniently
parameterized in terms of parameters (the most popular the Wilson coefficients) that are
finally obtained from experimental data. In the present approach, we do not evaluate these
matrix elements from QCD motivated models or elaborate quark models. Our aim is dif-
ferent: we identify reactions that have the same quarks in the initial and final states, and
the same decay topology, and only differ by the spin rearrangements in the mesons. We
then assume the radial matrix elements to be similar in these reactions and carry out the
nontrivial Racah algebra on the weak Hamiltonian to describe the reactions and relate them.
Another aspect of our approach is that it allows us to establish a relationship with
approaches based on heavy quark symmetry [48, 49] and improve upon them, in particular
in the B → VP reactions, where the strict heavy quark symmetry gives zero for the matrix
element.
Our approach leads to predictions in fair agreement with experimental data, in particular
for final states in the charm sector, which is not so well studied. The approach, however,
leads to large discrepancies when one has pions in the final state, which we associate with
the failure of the basic assumption of equal radial matrix elements for the same flavour
quarks, since the small pion mass leads to large momentum transfers in the reactions with
the corresponding reduction of these matrix elements.
An added value to the present work is the prediction of decay rates for Λb and Λc baryons
into one baryon and a meson, which unlike B decays, have not been much studied theoreti-
cally.
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II. FORMALISM
We shall apply the formalism to both external emission and internal emission and for
baryon and meson decays. We shall concentrate on the decay which are most favoured by
Cabbibbo rules.
A. Λb external decay
We look at the process Λb → D−s Λc which is depicted in Fig. 2. Recalling the quark
weak doublets
(
u
d
) (
c
s
) (
t
b
)
and that the transitions within the same column are Cabibbo
favored, the bc transition is needed for the b decay, and then the W− couples to c¯s ≡ D−s .
We shall also discuss the D∗−s production and the formalism is equally valid for π
− or ρ−
production.
The next step is to realize that in Λ0b the ud quarks are in isospin I = 0 and spin
S = 0, and they are spectators in the reaction. The final quarks produced are then c and
ud (I = 0, S = 0), which form the Λ+c .
Since the ud quarks are spectators, we look at the matrix elements in the weak transition
for the diagram of Fig. 3. We shall use the fact that the D−s and D
∗−
s have the same
b
u
d
c
u
d
W−
c¯
s
D−s
Λ
0
b Λc
FIG. 2. Quark description in Λb → D−s Λc decay with external emission.
b,M c,M ′
W−
c¯
sS2
S1
FIG. 3. Angular momenta for the b, c transition diagram of Fig. 2.
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spatial wave functions and only differ by the spin rearrangement, an essential input in heavy
quark spin symmetry (HQSS) [50, 51]. We also do not attempt to calculate absolute rates,
which are sensible to details of the wave function and form factors, but just ratios. Given the
proximity of masses of D−s , D
∗−
s , we use again arguments of heavy quark symmetry to justify
that the spatial matrix elements will be the same in D−s or D
∗−
s production and only the spin
arrangements make them differ. We advance however, that this is the only element of heavy
quark symmetry that we use. We shall see later that there are terms of type p/mQ (mQ is
the mass of the heavy quark) that are relevant in the transitions and they are kept, while
they would be neglected in calculations making an extreme use of heavy quark symmetry.
The weak Hamiltonian is of the type γµ(1− γ5) in each of the weak vertices and then we
have an amplitude
t = 〈c|γµ(1− γ5)|b〉 〈s|γµ(1− γ5)|c′〉, (1)
where c′ corresponds to the c¯ state that forms the D−s .
In order to evaluate these matrix elements, we choose for convenience a reference frame
where the D−s is produced at rest. In this frame the Λb and Λc have the same momentum,
p, given by
p =
λ1/2(M2Λb ,M
2
Ds,M
2
Λc)
2MDs
. (2)
Furthermore, neglecting the internal momentum of the quark versus p, which is of the
order of 5000 MeV, we can write
pµc
mc
=
pµΛc
MΛc
,
pµb
mb
=
pµΛb
MΛb
, (3)
since these ratios are related to just the velocity of Λc or Λb.
In that frame the quarks of D−s will be at rest and we take the usual spinors
ur = A

 χr
B (~σ · ~p ) χr

 , χ1 =

1
0

 , χ2 =

0
1

 , (4)
with
A =
(
Ep +m
2m
)1/2
, B = 1
Ep +m
, (5)
where p,m and Ep are the momentum, mass and energy of the quark. The spinors vr for
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the antiparticles in the Itzykson-Zuber convention [52] are,
vr = A

B (~σ · ~p ) χr
χr

 . (6)
We take the Dirac representation for the γµ matrices,
γ0 =

I 0
0 −I

 , γi =

 0 σi
−σi 0

 , γ5 =

0 I
I 0

 . (7)
By using Eq. (3), we can rewrite
A =
(
EΛ
MΛ
+ 1
2
)1/2
, BQ pQ = B · p, B = 1
MΛ(1 +
EΛ
MΛ
)
, (8)
where MΛ, EΛ refer to the mass and energy of the Λb or Λc in the D
−
s rest frame, and BQ, pQ,
the B factor of Eq. (5) and the b or c quark momentum, respectively.
We also note that in the spinor and γµ convention that we use we have γ5ur = vr, such
that
(γµ − γµ γ5) |vr〉 = (γµ − γµ γ5) γ5 |ur〉
= −(γµ − γµ γ5) |ur〉, (9)
and we can just use spinors corresponding to particles instead of antiparticles when these
occur, just changing a global sign, since we only have one antiparticle, c¯.
The next consideration is that we must combine the spins of S1, S2 to form a pseudoscalar
or a vector and then we must implement the particle-hole conjugation. For this let us recall
that a state with angular momentum and the third component j,m behaves as a hole
(antiparticle in this case) of j,−m with a phase
|jm〉 → (−1)j−m 〈j,−m|. (10)
Since (−1)2m = −1 for the quarks, we incorporate the sign of Eq. (9) and the phase of
Eq. (10) considering the spinor of spin S2 in Fig. 3 as a state that combines with S1 with
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spin third component −S2 and phase (−1)1/2+S2 ,
|S2〉 → 〈−S2| (−1)1/2+S2 . (11)
Then 〈1/2, S1| 〈1/2, −S2| (−1)1/2+S2 will combine to give total spin j = 0, 1 for pseudoscalar
or vector production.
The next step is to realize that the state |1/2, S1〉 |1/2, −S2〉, which will form the D−s , is
at rest and the γµ, γµγ5 matrices reduce to γ
0 ≡ 1, γiγ5 ≡ σi in the bispinor χr space, such
that we are led to evaluate the matrix element
〈S1|S2〉 〈M ′|γ0 − γ0γ5|M〉+ 〈S1|σi|S2〉 〈M ′|γi − γiγ5|M〉, (12)
where the 〈M ′| · · · |M〉 matrix elements are evaluated in the D−s rest frame. This is done in
Appendix A.
The width for Λb → D−s Λc or D∗−s Λc is given by
Γ =
1
2π
MΛc
MΛb
∑∑
|t|2 P
D
(∗)−
s
, (13)
where, as shown in Appendix A,
∑∑ |t|2 is given by
∑∑
|t|2 =


2(AA′)2 [ (1 + BB′ ~p 2)2 + (B + B′)2 ~p 2 ], for j = 0;
2(AA′)2 [ 3 + 3(B2 + B′ 2) ~p 2 − 4BB′ ~p 2 + 3(BB′)2 ~p 4 ], for j = 1, (14)
with j = 0 for D−s production and j = 1 for D
∗−
s production. The momentum PD(∗)−s is the
D−s or D
∗−
s momentum in the decay of the Λb in its rest frame,
P
D
(∗)
s
=
λ1/2(M2Λb,M
2
Λc
,M2
D
(∗)
s
)
2MΛb
, (15)
and A and B in Eq. (14) are given by Eq. (8), the prime magnitudes for Λc and those without
prime for Λb. We recall that p in Eq. (14) is the momentum of Λb or Λc in the rest frame of
D
(∗)−
s given in Eq. (2).
We observe that in the absence of the p terms, the production of the vector state has
a strength a factor of three bigger than the pseudoscalar one. However, the B terms are
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relevant and are responsible for diversions from this ratio, as we shall see in the Results
section.
B. External emission in B decays
We will be looking at the decays B¯0 → D−s D+, D−s D∗+, D∗−s D+, D∗−s D∗+. The quark
diagram for the transitions is shown in Fig. 4, where jm denotes the spin and its third
component of the meson D
(∗)−
s that comes from theW− conversion into c¯s, and j′m′ denotes
the spin and its third component of the meson D(∗)+ that comes from the combination of cd¯.
We must couple the bd¯ quarks to spin zero, c¯s to j m and cd¯ to j′m′. This is done explicitly
in Appendix B. The results that we obtain there are summarized as follows.
According to Appendix B, we obtain
A) j = 0, j′ = 0 :∑∑
|t|2 = (AA′)2 · 2 (1 + BB′ ~p 2)2; (16)
B) j = 0, j′ = 1 :∑∑
|t|2 = (AA′)2 · 2 (B + B′)2 ~p 2; (17)
C) j = 1, j′ = 0 :∑∑
|t|2 = (AA′)2 · 2 (B + B′)2 ~p 2; (18)
D) j = 1, j′ = 1 :∑∑
|t|2 = (AA′)2[ 6 + 4B2 ~p 2 + 4B′2 ~p 2 − 12BB′ ~p 2 + 6(BB′)2 ~p 4 ]; (19)
b,M c,M ′
W−
c¯
s
d¯, −M
D(∗)−s , jm
D(∗)+, j′m′B¯0
FIG. 4. External emission for B¯0 → D(∗)−s D(∗)+ decay.
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with A,B,A′,B′, p given by
A =
(
EB
MB
+ 1
2
)1/2
, A′ =

 ED+MD+ + 1
2


1/2
,
Bp = p
MB(1 +
EB
MB
)
, B′p = p
MD+(1 +
E
D+
M
D+
)
,
(20)
and we must change D+ to D∗+ in case of D∗+ production. The momentum p, as discussed
before, is the momentum of B or D+(D∗+) in the rest frame of the D−s (D
∗−
s ), given by
p =
λ1/2(M2B, M
2
D
(∗)
s
, M2
D(∗)+
)
2M
D
(∗)
s
, (21)
where by D
(∗)
s we indicate either D−s or D
∗−
s and the same for D
(∗)+. The energies in Eq. (20)
are Ei =
√
M2i + p
2. In this case, following the normalization convention of the meson fields
in Mandl and Shaw [53], the width is given by
Γ =
1
8π
1
M2B
∑∑
|t|2 P
D
(∗)
s
, (22)
with P
D
(∗)
s
the D
(∗)−
s momentum in the B¯0 rest frame,
P
D
(∗)
s
=
λ1/2(M2B, M
2
D
(∗)
s
, M2
D(∗)
)
2MB
. (23)
We can see that the cases B) and C), corresponding to D−s D
∗+ and D∗−s D
+ productions,
have the same strength, which is in very good agreement with experiment [27], as we shall
see in the Results section.
III. INTERNAL EMISSION
We study now another topology of the weak decay process, the internal emission, and
again we differentiate the case of baryon decay from the one of meson decay.
9
u
d
u
d
W−
c
c¯
Λb Λ
b s
ηc(J/ψ)
FIG. 5. Quark description of Λb → ηc(J/ψ)Λ decay by internal emission.
b, M s, M ′W−
c, S1 c¯, S2
FIG. 6. Description of spin third components of the quarks in the interaction line of Fig. 5.
A. Λb decay in internal emission
We look now at the process depicted in Fig. 5 for the decay Λb → ηc(J/ψ)Λ. Once again
we look at the most favored Cabibbo-allowed process. The b quark converts to a c quark
and the W− produced produces a c¯s pair. The s quark combines with the ud quarks from
Λb, which are in I = 0, S = 0 and act as spectators. The b quark and the s quark provide
the spin of Λb and Λ respectively. Hence, the whole process is studied by looking at the
upper line in the diagram of Fig. 6, which shows the spin components of the particles. In
this case we also take the ηc or J/ψ in the rest frame, where the Λb and Λ have the same
momentum p, given by Eq. (2) substituting Ds(D
∗
s) and Λc by ηc(J/ψ) and Λ. Then the c
and c¯ have four-spinors at rest while b and s have four-spinors for moving particles. Then
we must evaluate the operator (c′ standing for the c¯ state)
〈u¯s|γ0 − γ0γ5|uc′〉 〈u¯c|γ0 − γ0γ5|ub〉 − 〈u¯s|γi − γiγ5|uc′〉 〈u¯c|γi − γiγ5|ub〉
= AA′
[
(χs, −χs ~σ · ~pB′)
(
I −I
I −I
)(
χc′
0
)
(χc, 0)
(
I −I
I −I
)( χb
B ~σ · ~p χb
)
− (χs, −χs ~σ · ~pB′)
( −σi σi
−σi σi
)(
χc′
0
)
(χc, 0)
( −σi σi
−σi σi
)( χb
B ~σ · ~pχb
)]
, (24)
where, A,A′,B,B′ are the coefficients of Eq. (8) for the Λb and Λ respectively.
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The matrix element of Eq. (24) can be written as
t = AA′ [t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5 + t6 + t7 + t8], (25)
with
t1 = 〈M ′|S2〉 〈S1|M〉,
t2 = −B′ 〈M ′|~σ · ~p |S2〉 〈S1|M〉,
t3 = −B 〈M ′|S2〉 〈S1|~σ · ~p |M〉,
t4 = BB′ 〈M ′|~σ · ~p |S2〉 〈S1|~σ · ~p |M〉, (26)
t5 = −〈M ′|σi|S2〉 〈S1|σi|M〉,
t6 = B′ 〈M ′|~σ · ~p σi|S2〉 〈S1|σi|M〉,
t7 = B 〈M ′|σi|S2〉 〈S1|σi ~σ · ~p |M〉,
t8 = −BB′ 〈M ′|~σ · ~p σi|S2〉 〈S1|σi ~σ · ~p |M〉.
In Appendix C, we evaluate explicitly these terms. We write here the final results which
are relevant to compare Λb → ηcΛ and Λb → J/ψΛ, which correspond to j = 0 and j = 1
respectively.
∑∑
|t|2 =


2(AA′)2 [ (1 + BB′ ~p 2)2 + (B + B′)2 ~p 2 ], for j = 0;
2(AA′)2 [ 3 + 3(B2 + B′2) ~p 2 − 4BB′ ~p 2 + 3(BB′)2 ~p 4 ], for j = 1, (27)
Note that in the absence of the p-dependent terms, the ratio of production of j = 1 to
j = 0 is a factor 3, apart from phase space. This is what was obtained in Ref. [54] with the
strict application of heavy quark spin symmetry. The p-dependent terms, however, change
this ratio, as we shall see.
It is also remarkable that this result is the same one obtained for external emission (see
Eqs. (14) and (27)), even if the original matrix elements are different in both cases.
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b, M s, M ′W−
c, S1 c¯, S2
B¯0
d¯, −M
j′m′
j m
FIG. 7. Quark description of B¯0 → ηc(J/ψ)K¯0(K¯∗0) decay with labels for the spin components.
B. Internal emission for meson decays
Now we look at the diagram of Fig. 7. In the former section we have coupled the cc¯ to
jm. Here we must couple in addition bd¯ to 00 and sd¯ to j′m′.
Once again we take the different terms and project over 00 for the B¯0 and j′m′ for the
final K¯0. Details of the calculations are shown in Appendix D.
The results obtained are the following.
∑∑ |t|2 is given by
∑∑
|t|2 =


2 (AA′)2 (1 + BB′ ~p 2)2, for j = 0, j′ = 0;
2 (AA′)2 (B + B′)2 ~p 2, for j = 0, j′ = 1;
2 (AA′)2 (B + B′)2 ~p 2, for j = 1, j′ = 0;
2 (AA′)2 [ 3 + 2B2 ~p 2 + 2B′2 ~p 2 − 6BB′ ~p 2 + 3(BB′)2 ~p 4 ], for j = 1, j′ = 1;
(28)
These results are the same as those obtained for external emission in Eqs. (16)-(19) even if
the original matrix elements are quite different.
IV. RESULTS
A. Λb,Λc decays in external emission
We apply the above formulas to Λb and Λc decays, both with the Cobibbo most favored as
well as with Cabibbo-suppressed modes. The decay width in the Mandl-Shaw normalization
is given by Eq. (13) which we reproduce here as generic for all the decays studied here,
Γ =
1
2π
MΛf
MΛi
∑∑
|t|2 Pf , (29)
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where Λi,Λf refer to the initial Λ (Λb or Λc) and the final Λ (Λc or Λ) in Λb → D(∗)−s Λc or
Λc → π(ρ)Λ, and Pf is the momentum of the final mf meson,
Pf =
λ1/2(M2Λi ,M
2
Λf
,M2mf )
2MΛi
. (30)
We apply it to
1) Λb → D−s Λc, D∗−s Λc;
2) Λb → π−Λc, ρ−Λc;
3) Λb → D−Λc, D∗−Λc; (Cabibbo suppressed)
4) Λb → K−Λc, K∗−Λc; (Cabibbo suppressed)
5) Λc → π+Λ, ρ+Λ;
6) Λc → K+Λ, K∗+Λ. (Cabibbo suppressed)
The Cabibbo-suppressed rate can be calculated using the same formulas, but multiplying
by
FC =
(
sin θC
cos θC
)2
, sin θC = 0.22534. (31)
We can then obtain the widths for all these decays using the same global constant, related
to the spatial matrix elements of the quark wave functions, which we do not evaluate, but
assume equal for all cases. While this is very good when dealing with D−s or D
∗−
s production,
it is not so much for the other cases, so we should keep this in mind when comparing with
data.
In Table I we give the results. We separate the cases of Λb and Λc decays since they involve
different Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements and the spatial wave functions can
also be different. We also make a different block for the decays of Λb in the light sector for
the same reasons. The experimental data in this table and the following ones are taken from
averages of the PDG [27].
In the first block we show the results for Λb → ΛcD−s (D∗−s , D−, D∗−), where the latest two
modes are Cabibbo-suppressed (we do not count for this purpose the b→ c transition which
is common to all these decay modes.). The theoretical errors contain only the relative errors
of the experimental datum used for the fit (in some cases later on where the experimental
numbers have a different + or − error, we take the bigger relative error for simplicity in the
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TABLE I. Branching ratios for Λb,Λc decays in external emission.
Decay process BR (Theo.) BR (Exp.)
Λb → D−s Λc (fit to the Exp.) (1.10± 0.10)× 10−2
Λb → D∗−s Λc (1.35± 0.12)× 10−2
Λb → D−Λc (Cabibbo suppressed) (6.89± 0.62)× 10−4 (4.6± 0.6)× 10−4
Λb → D∗−Λc (Cabibbo suppressed) (8.19± 0.74)× 10−4
Λb → π−Λc (8.60± 0.72)× 10−2 (4.9± 0.4)× 10−3
Λb → ρ−Λc (2.79± 0.23)× 10−3
Λb → K−Λc (Cabibbo suppressed) (fit to the Exp.) (3.59± 0.30)× 10−4
Λb → K∗−Λc (Cabibbo suppressed) (1.12± 0.09)× 10−4
Λc → π+Λ 0.17± 0.03 (1.30± 0.07)× 10−2
Λc → ρ+Λ (5.0± 1.0)× 10−3 < 6%
Λc → K+Λ (Cabibbo suppressed) (fit to the Exp.) (6.1± 1.2)× 10−4
Λc → K∗+Λ (Cabibbo suppressed) (1.8± 0.4)× 10−4
results.).
We fit the Λb → D−s Λc decay rate and make predictions for the other decay modes, we
can only compare with Λb → D−Λc which is Cabibbo-suppressed. We find results which are
barely compatible within uncertainties. We should stress that on top of the factors found by
us, one should implement extra form factors which stem from the spatial matrix elements
involving the wave functions of the quarks. These depend on momentum transfers and hence
the masses. Our position is that, given the small mass differences between D−s , D
∗−
s , D
− and
D∗−, these intrinsic form factors should not differ much. In any case, the differences found
between our theory and the experimental results could serve to quantify ratios of form factors
in those decays. Yet, in the present case, we can only conclude that they are very similar
for these decays.
Another comment worth making is that Eqs. (14), in a strict use of heavy quark symmetry,
neglecting terms of type p/mQ, would give a rate three times bigger for the decay into a vector
than for the related pseudoscalar. Yet, the theoretical ratio obtained is 1.23, indicating the
relevant role played by the p/mQ terms (Bp, B′p terms) in the decay rates.
In the second block we fit the rate for Λb → K−Λc to the experimental datum and observe
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one result which is common to all the results that follow: the rate for Λb → π−Λc is grossly
overestimated. Two reasons can be given for it. First, the π− has been considered as a qq¯
state, but being a light Goldstone boson, its structure should be more complex. Second, the
light π− mass will have as a consequence that the intrinsic momentum transfers and will be
much larger and consequently the form factors much smaller. This is one of the cases where
the discrepancies found here can be used to determine empirically the intrinsic form factors
of the reaction.
In the last block, where we fit Λc → K+Λ, we observe again the overestimation of the
Λc → π+Λ mode. The prediction for Λc → ρ+Λ is consistent with the experimental upper
bound.
At this point it is mandatory to make one more observation concerning some of the decays
in table I. We take the Λb → D−Λc reaction for the discussion and the arguments can be
applied also to the Λb → D∗−Λc, Λb → π−Λc, Λb → ρ−Λc, Λc → π+Λ and Λc → ρ+Λ.
For these decays there is an alternative decay topology to the external emission involving
transfer diagrams, which for the Λb → D−Λc case we depict in Fig. 8. The new mechanism
is also Cabibbo-suppressed in the upper W− vertex, as the mechanism in external emission
of table I (see Fig. 2 replacing c¯s by c¯d). But there is a very distinct feature in the new
topology: A d quark from the Λb is transferred to the D
− meson and the d quark originating
from W− → c¯d is trapped by the final Λc state. These transfer reactions occur in nuclear
reactions and also reactions using quark degrees of freedom. Normally these mechanisms
involve large momentum transfers and they are highly penalized. Reduction factors of
three orders of magnitude or more are common in nuclear reactions involving transfers of
nucleons from the projectile to the target [55]. In quark models of hadron interaction [56]
such mechanisms are taken into account by means of the “rearrangement” diagrams which
b
u
d
c
u
d
W−
c¯
D−
Λ
0
b Λc
d
FIG. 8. Mechanism with a different topology in the Λb → D−Λc decay.
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are also drastically reduced compared to the direct diagrams [57, 58]. In our case, to have an
idea of the momentum transfers involved, let us go to the frame where the meson produced
is at rest, the momentum of Λb and Λc is 5670 MeV/c (see Eq. (2)). Then in the mechanism
of Fig. 8 we have to make a large momentum transfer to bring the quark d of the Λb to
the D− at rest, and similarly a large momentum transfer to bring the quark d produced
at rest in the W− → c¯d vertex to the fast moving Λc in that frame. The matrix elements
accounting for such mechanisms involve form factors with large momentum transfers that
make these mechanisms extremely small.
It is interesting to compare our results with those of Ref. [18], where using a quark-
diquark picture and light front dynamics the baryonic decay rates of Table I have also been
evaluated. It is not possible to compare absolute values because they have been fitted to
different observables, but some of the ratios can be compared. Our emphasis has been
in relating the vector or pseudoscalar decay modes. In this sense the ratio between the
branching ratios for Λc → K+Λ and Λc → K∗+Λ is 3.39 in our case versus 0.53 in Ref. [18].
The ratios between two vector channels are more similar, in this sense the ratio between the
branching ratios for Λc → ρ+Λ and Λc → K∗Λ is 27.8 in our case versus 21.5 in Ref. [18].
In the case of Λb decays the ratio of rates between Λb → K−Λc and Λb → K∗−Λc is 3.21
in our case versus 0.55 in Ref. [18]. However, the ratio of rates between Λb → D−s Λc and
Λb → D∗−s Λc are more similar, 0.81 in our case versus 0.67 in Ref. [18]. It is clear that the
models are providing different results and this makes the measurement of the missing rates
more urgent to keep learning about the theoretical aspects of these reactions.
B. Λb,Λc decays in internal emission
In this case we have
1) Λb → J/ψΛ, ηcΛ;
2) Λb → D0Λ, D∗0Λ. (Cabibbo suppressed)
There are no decays of this type for Λ+c with Λ in the final state.
In Table II we make predictions for three decay modes, fitting Λb → J/ψΛ for which
there are experimental data. Once again we see that the ratio of rate for Λb → J/ψΛ and
Λb → ηcΛ is only 1.49 instead of the factor three that one would obtain with strict heavy
quark symmetry. Once again, the Bp,B′p terms are responsible for this difference.
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TABLE II. Branching ratios for Λb decays in internal emission.
Decay process BR(b→ Λb)× BR (Theo.) BR(b→ Λb)× BR (Exp.)
Λb → J/ψΛ (fit to the Exp.) (5.8± 0.8)× 10−5
Λb → ηcΛ (3.9± 0.5)× 10−5
Λb → D0Λ (Cabibbo suppressed) (8.9± 1.2)× 10−6
Λb → D∗0Λ (Cabibbo suppressed) (9.5± 1.3)× 10−6
C. B decays in external emission
Let us see
1) B¯0 → D−s D+, D∗−s D+, D−s D∗+, D∗−s D∗+;
2) B¯0 → π−D+, ρ−D+, π−D∗+, ρ−D∗+;
3) B− → D−s D0, D∗−s D0, D−s D∗0, D∗−s D∗0;
4) B− → π−D0, ρ−D0, π−D∗0, ρ−D∗0;
5) B¯0s → D−s D+s , D∗−s D+s , D−s D∗+s , D∗−s D∗+s ;
6) B¯0s → π−D+s , ρ−D+s , π−D∗+s , ρ−D∗+s ;
7) B−c → D−s ηc, D∗−s ηc, D−s J/ψ, D∗−s J/ψ;
8) B−c → π− ηc, ρ− ηc, π− J/ψ, ρ− J/ψ.
Because we have only mesons, the width in the Mandl-Shaw normalization is given by
Γ =
1
8π
1
M2Bi
∑∑
|t|2 Pf , (32)
with
Pf =
λ1/2(M2Bi , M
2
1 , M
2
2 )
2MBi
, (33)
where M1,M2 are the masses of the final mesons.
The results for B decays in external emission are shown in Tables III, IV, V and VI.
In Table III we distinguish again the heavy sector from the light sector. In the heavy
sector, fitting B¯0 → D∗−s D∗+ to the experiment, we obtain results in good agreement with
experiment. In the case of B¯0 → D−s D+, there is an overestimate of about 50% counting
the extremes of the error bands, which indicates again the reduction effect that the form
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TABLE III. Branching ratios for B¯0 decays in external emission.
Decay process BR (Theo.) BR (Exp.)
B¯0 → D−s D+ (1.31± 0.10)× 10−2 (7.2± 0.8)× 10−3
B¯0 → D∗−s D+ (7.25± 0.58)× 10−3 (7.4± 1.6)× 10−3
B¯0 → D−s D∗+ (7.68± 0.61)× 10−3 (8.0± 1.1)× 10−3
B¯0 → D∗−s D∗+ (fit to the Exp.) (1.77± 0.14)× 10−2
B¯0 → π−D+ (26.5± 4.4)% (2.52± 0.13)× 10−3
B¯0 → ρ−D+ (fit to the Exp.) (7.9± 1.3)× 10−3
B¯0 → π−D∗+ (23.0± 3.8)% (2.74± 0.13)× 10−3
B¯0 → ρ−D∗+ (8.1± 1.3)× 10−3 (2.2+1.8−2.7)× 10−3
factor would have by going from the masses of D∗−s D
∗+ to the lighter ones of D−s D
+. It
is interesting to remark that, within same masses, the rates for PV and VP decay modes
(D∗−s D
+ and D−s D
∗+) are the same. We see this in experiment within errors. Even more,
the ratios of the centres of the results are 1.08 for experiment and 1.06 for the theory. More
interesting is to realize that these two modes are proportional to (Bp+B′p)2 (see Eqs. (17),
(18)) and would be strictly zero in the heavy quark counting. Let us also stress that in this
counting the rate for VV decay to PP decay would be a factor of three. Experimentally it
is 2.45, indicating the more moderate role of the Bp,B′p terms in this case.
In the light sector we see again the gross overestimate of the rates in the modes with
a pion in the final state. More surprising is the discrepancy of a factor 1.7, counting the
extremes of the errors, for the B¯0 → ρ−D∗+ decay, although given the large experimental
errors speculation is not appropriate at present time. Concerning the two pionic modes, it
is still rewarding to see that the ratio of the rates of the two pionic decay modes is in good
agreement with experiment. This should be the case if the discrepancies of the absolute
rates are due to the intrinsic form factor, because this should be very similar for π−D+ or
π−D∗+.
The results in Table IV are related to those in Table III, only the spectator d¯ quark
is substituted by a u¯. Once again, in the heavy sector we find a good agreement with
experiment. There is still a small overestimate of the rate for B− → D−s D0 like in the
related former case of B¯0 → D−s D+, but counting extremes in the errors the discrepancy is
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TABLE IV. Branching ratios for B− decays in external emission.
Decay process BR (Theo.) BR (Exp.)
B− → D−s D0 (1.27± 0.18)× 10−2 (9.0± 0.9)× 10−3
B− → D∗−s D0 (7.03± 0.99)× 10−3 (7.6± 1.6)× 10−3
B− → D−s D∗0 (7.43± 1.04)× 10−3 (8.2± 1.7)× 10−3
B− → D∗−s D∗0 (fit to the Exp.) (1.71± 0.24)× 10−2
B− → π−D0 (44.9± 6.0)% (4.80± 0.15)× 10−3
B− → ρ−D0 (fit to the Exp.) (1.34± 0.18)× 10−2
B− → π−D∗0 (38.9± 5.2)% (5.18± 0.26)× 10−3
B− → ρ−D∗0 (1.37± 0.18)× 10−2 (9.8± 1.7)× 10−3
only of 10%.
In the light sector we find again the discrepancy in the modes with a final pion. Interesting
is the rate for B− → ρ−D∗0, where counting the extreme of the errors the discrepancy is
only of 10%, unlike the larger discrepancy in B¯0 → ρ−D∗+ that we discussed before. The
ratio of the experimental rates for B− → D−s D∗0 and B− → D∗−s D0 is 1.08 versus 1.06 for
the theory, and the ratio of the experimental rates of B− → D∗−s D∗0 to B− → D−s D0 is 1.9
while in the counterpart of B¯0 decay it is 2.45. However, the ratios can be made compatible
playing with uncertainties.
In the light sector we find again the large rate for the pionic decay modes and the
B− → ρ−D∗0 rates are compatible within uncertainties. The ratio of the two pionic decay
rates is roughly compatible with experiment within errors.
At this point it is important to have a look at the results of tables III and IV from
a different perspective. As we have mentioned, the difference between tables III and IV
is that we have replaced the spectator d¯ quark by a u¯. In this sense, within the pure
mechanism for external emission, we should expect the same rates, up to a minor effect
of the difference of masses in the phase space. This is actually the case in tables III and
IV in the first block, both theoretically and experimentally. However, in the second block
the experimental numbers are about double in table IV than in table III. This requires an
explantation. Indeed, while the first block of decays proceeds through external emission,
the second block can also proceed via internal emission, as shown in Fig. 9 for B− → π−D0.
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TABLE V. Branching ratios for B¯0s decays in external emission.
Decay process BR (Theo.) BR (Exp.)
B¯0s → D−s D+s (1.06± 0.14)× 10−2 (4.4± 0.5)× 10−3
B¯0s → D∗−s D+s +D−s D∗+s (1.08± 0.14)× 10−2 (1.37± 0.16)× 10−2
B¯0s → D∗−s D∗+s (fit to the Exp.) (1.43± 0.19)× 10−2
B¯0s → π−D+s (23.1± 4.7)% (3.00± 0.23)× 10−3
B¯0s → ρ−D+s (fit to the Exp.) (6.9± 1.4)× 10−3
B¯0s → π−D∗+s (20.1± 4.1)% (2.0± 0.5)× 10−3
B¯0s → ρ−D∗+s (7.1± 1.4)× 10−3 (9.6± 2.1)× 10−3
b dW
−
c u¯
B−
u¯
π−
D0
u¯
FIG. 9. Internal emission mechanism for B− → pi−D0 decay.
Internal emission is color suppressed and is expected to be reduced by about a factor of
three relative to external emission and thus about one order of magnitude in the rate. This
is the general rule experimentally, but in processes where the two mechanisms are possible
we expect an interference, and assuming constructive interference we would have a factor
(1+ 1
3
)2 ≃ 1.8 in the rates of the second block in table IV versus the counterpart in table III.
This is actually the case and has been studied in Refs. [2, 59–63]. Two amplitudes a1, a2 are
considered to account for the effective charge current (i.e. the external emission in our case)
and effective neutral current (i.e. the internal emission in our case). The amplitudes a1 and
a2 are fitted to experiment for the B¯
0 → π−D+, ρ−D+, π−D∗+ and ρ−D∗+, and both the
relative magnitude and the sign are obtained for a1 and a2, with a2/a1 = 0.25± 0.07± 0.06
[2, 62]. In addition to some coefficient close to 1 in the a2/a1 term, this reproduces the
experiment in a picture qualitatively similar as the one exposed above based on the color
counting and constructive interference. Different values for |a2/a1| are obtained in Ref. [36],
with a relatively small phase in the ratio a2/a1, but qualitatively similar.
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Assuming similar relative contributions of the internal emission mechanism in all cases,
the ratios of rates in the second block of table IV would still make sense, exception made of
the pionic production mode for the reasons exposed along the work. Yet, the ratio between
the related π−D0 and π−D∗0 modes should also be meaningful and we see that it is in good
agreement with experiment within errors.
The rates in Table V are also related to those in the former two tables. By fixing the
rate for B¯0s → D∗−s D∗+s , the rates for B¯0s → D∗−s D+s +D−s D∗+s are compatible within errors,
and the one for B¯0s → D−s D+s is a bit overestimated even counting errors.
In the light sector we find again a gross overestimate for the pionic decay modes but the
results for B¯0s → ρ−D∗+s obtained fixing the rate of B¯0s → ρ−D+s are compatible with exper-
iment. Once again, the ratio of the two pionic decay modes is compatible with experiment.
Actually, the fact that the ratio of decays to πP and πV are compatible with experiment in
spite of the very different expressions of
∑∑ |t|2 comes to reinforce our statement that it is
the intrinsic form factor (independent on whether we have P or V in the final state) which
is responsible for the overcounting of the rates in the theory.
In Table VI we show predicted ratios for several decay modes of B−c . Since we expect
the rates for decay modes with pions in the final state to be grossly overcounted, it is not
surprising to see that ratios of heavy decay modes to those with pions in the final state are
rather small compared with experiment. Yet, the only ratio that we can compare involving
heavy decay modes (line three of the table) is in very good agreement with experiment.
D. D decays in external emission
We look at
1) D0 → π+K−, ρ+K−, π+K∗−, ρ+K∗−;
2) D0 → π+π−, ρ+π−, π+ρ−, ρ+ρ−; (Cabibbo suppressed)
3) D+ → π+K¯0, ρ+K¯0, π+K¯∗0, ρ+K¯∗0;
4) D+ → π+π0, ρ+π0, π+ρ0, ρ+ρ0; (Cabibbo suppressed)
5) D+s → π+η, ρ+η, π+φ, ρ+φ;
6) D+s → π+η′, ρ+η′;
7) D+s → π+K0, ρ+K0, π+K∗0, ρ+K∗0. (Cabibbo suppressed)
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TABLE VI. Rates of branching ratios for B−c decays in external emission.
Rate Theo. Exp.
ΓB−c →D−s ηc/ΓB−c →D−s J/ψ 1.76
ΓB−c →D∗−s ηc/ΓB−c →D−s J/ψ 0.90
ΓB−c →D∗−s J/ψ/ΓB−c →D−s J/ψ 2.47 2.5± 0.5
ΓB−c →D−s J/ψ/ΓB−c →π−J/ψ 0.05 3.1± 0.5
ΓB−c →D∗−s J/ψ/ΓB−c →π−J/ψ 0.11 10.4± 3.1± 1.6
ΓB−c →π−ηc/ΓB−c →π−J/ψ 1.11
ΓB−c →D−s ηc/ΓB−c →ρ−J/ψ 2.22
ΓB−c →D∗−s ηc/ΓB−c →ρ−J/ψ 1.13
ΓB−c →D−s J/ψ/ΓB−c →ρ−J/ψ 1.26
ΓB−c →D∗−s J/ψ/ΓB−c →ρ−J/ψ 3.11
ΓB−c →π−ηc/ΓB−c →ρ−J/ψ 31.52
ΓB−c →ρ−ηc/ΓB−c →ρ−J/ψ 0.94
ΓB−c →π−J/ψ/ΓB−c →ρ−J/ψ 28.30
To evaluate the rates with π0, ρ0, η, η′ production, we must look at the dd¯ for π0, ρ0, and
ss¯ for η, η′. We have with the η, η′ mixing of Ref. [64]
ρ0 =
1√
2
(uu¯− dd¯), π0 = 1√
2
(uu¯− dd¯),
η =
1√
3
(uu¯+ dd¯− ss¯), η′ = 1√
6
(uu¯+ dd¯+ 2ss¯).
Thus in the case of π0, ρ0 production, we must multiply by 1
2
the standard formula, in the
case of η production we must multiply by 1
3
and in the case of η′ production by 2
3
.
The results for D decays in external emission are shown in Tables VII, VIII and IX.
In Table VII we show results for D0 decays. We separate the sectors with π or ρ in the
final state because of the different masses. In the pionic sector we find that the D0 → π+π−
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TABLE VII. Branching ratios for D0 decays in external emission.
Decay process BR (Theo.) BR (Exp.)
D0 → π+K− (18.86± 2.62)% (3.89± 0.04)%
D0 → π+K∗− (fit to the Exp.) (5.83+0.81−0.56)% 1
D0 → π+π− (Cabibbo suppressed) (4.36± 0.61)% (1.407± 0.025)× 10−3
D0 → π+ρ− (Cabibbo suppressed) (4.45± 0.62)× 10−3 (5.08± 0.25)× 10−3
D0 → ρ+K− (fit to the Exp.) (11.1± 0.7)%
D0 → ρ+K∗− (8.2± 0.5)× 10−2
D0 → ρ+π− (Cabibbo suppressed) (3.2± 0.2)× 10−2 (10.0± 0.4)× 10−3
D0 → ρ+ρ− (Cabibbo suppressed) (6.5± 0.4)× 10−3
1 This datum is obtained by averaging D0 → K∗−pi+; K∗− → K−pi0 and D0 →
K∗−pi+; K∗− → K¯0
S
pi−.
TABLE VIII. Branching ratios for D+ decays in external emission.
Decay process BR (Theo.) BR (Exp.)
D+ → π+K¯0 (4.84± 0.55)% (2.94± 0.16)%
D+ → π+K¯∗0 (fit to the Exp.) (1.50± 0.17)%
D+ → π+π0 (Cabibbo suppressed) (5.86± 0.66)× 10−3 (1.17± 0.06)× 10−3
D+ → π+ρ0 (Cabibbo suppressed) (5.79± 0.66)× 10−4 (8.0± 1.4)× 10−4
D+ → ρ+K¯0 (fit to the Exp.) (11.8+1.2−0.8)%
D+ → ρ+K¯∗0 (8.8± 0.9)%
D+ → ρ+π0 (Cabibbo suppressed) (1.8± 0.2)%
D+ → ρ+ρ0 (Cabibbo suppressed) (3.5± 0.4)× 10−3
mode, with two pions in the final state is overcounted, but the D0 → π+ρ− mode comes
out fine when the D0 → π+K∗− is fitted to experiment. The D0 → π+K− mode is also
overcounted.
In the ρ sector, once again the ρ+π− mode is overcounted, following the general trend.
The D+ decay modes of Table VIII are closely related to those of the D0 decay discussed
before. In the pionic decay sector we fit D+ → π+K¯∗0 and then the D+ → π+ρ0 rate is
basically compatible within errors with experiment, and the D+ → π+K¯0 mode is a bit
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TABLE IX. Branching ratios for D+s decays in external emission.
Decay process BR (Theo.) BR (Exp.)
D+s → π+η (fit to the Exp.) (1.70± 0.09)%
D+s → π+η′ (1.09± 0.06)% (3.94± 0.25)%
D+s → π+φ (1.33± 0.07)% (4.5± 0.4)%
D+s → π+K0 (Cabibbo suppressed) (3.14± 0.17)× 10−3 (2.44± 0.12)× 10−3
D+s → π+K∗0 (Cabibbo suppressed) (1.04± 0.06)× 10−3 (2.13± 0.36)× 10−3
D+s → ρ+η (4.7± 1.3)% (8.9± 0.8)%
D+s → ρ+η′ (1.4± 0.4)% (5.8± 1.5)%
D+s → ρ+φ (fit to the Exp.) (8.4+1.9−2.3)%
D+s → ρ+K0 (Cabibbo suppressed) (9.1± 2.5)× 10−3
D+s → ρ+K∗0 (Cabibbo suppressed) (6.9± 1.9)× 10−3
overcounted. The D+ → π+π0 mode, with two pions in the final state, is also overcounted
following the general trend. In the ρ sector we do not have experimental rates to compare
and we leave there the predictions.
In Table IX we see results for D+s decay. There we have fitted the D
+
s → π+η mode and
the rates for D+s → π+η′, D+s → π+φ modes are a bit smaller than those of experiment.
Following the general trend it is better to assume that the D+s → π+η rate, with smaller
masses, would be a bit overcounted and the rates for the bigger mass modes would be in
better agreement with experiment. The Cabibbo-suppressed modes of D+s → π+K0 and
D+s → π+K∗0 would be in fair agreement with experiment within errors.
In the ρ sector, if we fit D+s → ρ+φ, the D+s → ρ+η rate is a bit small compared with
experiment and the D+s → ρ+η′ rate smaller by more than a factor of two, counting errors.
E. B decays in internal emission
We look at the cases
1) B¯0 → ηcK¯0, J/ψK¯0, ηcK¯∗0, J/ψK¯∗0 ;
2) B¯0 → ψ(2S)K¯0, ψ(2S)K¯∗0 ;
3) B¯0 → D0π0, D∗0π0, D0ρ0, D∗0ρ0 ;
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TABLE X. Branching ratios for B¯0 decays in internal emission.
Decay process BR (Theo.) BR (Exp.)
B¯0 → ηcK¯0 (1.23± 0.05)× 10−3 (8.0± 1.2)× 10−4
B¯0 → J/ψK¯0 (fit to the Exp.) (8.73± 0.32)× 10−4
B¯0 → ηcK¯∗0 (4.53± 0.17)× 10−4 (6.3± 0.9)× 10−4
B¯0 → J/ψK¯∗0 (1.31± 0.05)× 10−3 (1.28± 0.05)× 10−3
B¯0 → ψ(2S)K¯0 (2.9± 0.2)× 10−4 (5.8± 0.5)× 10−4
B¯0 → ψ(2S)K¯∗0 (fit to the Exp.) (5.9± 0.4)× 10−4
B¯0 → D0π0 (2.11± 0.14)× 10−3 (2.63± 0.14)× 10−4
B¯0 → D∗0π0 (1.71± 0.11)× 10−3 (2.2± 0.6)× 10−4
B¯0 → D0ρ0 (fit to the Exp.) (3.21± 0.21)× 10−4
B¯0 → D∗0ρ0 (4.63± 0.30)× 10−4 < 5.1× 10−4
4) B− → ηcK−, J/ψK−, ηcK∗−, J/ψK∗− ;
5) B− → ψ(2S)K−, ψ(2S)K∗− ;
6) B− → D0π−, D∗0π−, D0ρ−, D∗0ρ− ;
7) B¯s → ηcη, J/ψη, ηcφ, J/ψφ ;
8) B¯s → ηcη′, J/ψη′ ;
9) B¯s → D0K0, D∗0K0, D0K∗0, D∗0K∗0 ;
10) B−c → ηcD−s , J/ψD−s , ηcD∗−s , J/ψD∗−s ;
11) B−c → D0D−, D∗0D−, D0D∗−, D∗0D∗− .
Note again that in the case of π0, ρ0 production we must multiply the standard formula
by 1
2
and in the case of η, η′ production by 1
3
and 2
3
respectively, considering the dd¯ and ss¯
content of these mesons. Note also that the case 2) is unrelated to the other, because we
have a different radial wave function, but we can calculate the ratio of the two, and relate
to the rates of case 5).
Tables X, XI and XII show the branching ratios for B¯0, B− and B¯s decays in internal
emission, and Table XIII shows the rates of branching ratios for B¯−c decays in internal
emission.
In Table X we show results for B¯0 decays with internal emission. In the ηc, J/ψ decay
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TABLE XI. Branching ratios for B− decays in internal emission.
Decay process BR (Theo.) BR (Exp.)
B− → ηcK− (1.45± 0.04)× 10−3 (9.6± 1.1)× 10−4
B− → J/ψK− (fit to the Exp.) (1.026± 0.031)× 10−3
B− → ηcK∗− (5.32± 0.16)× 10−4 (1.0+0.5−0.4)× 10−3
B− → J/ψK∗− (1.53± 0.05)× 10−3 (1.43± 0.08)× 10−3
B− → ψ(2S)K− (3.4± 0.7)× 10−4 (6.26± 0.24)× 10−4
B− → ψ(2S)K∗− (fit to the Exp.) (6.7± 1.4)× 10−4
sector, the rates obtained are in quite good agreement with experiment, with the B¯0 → ηcK¯0
rate a bit overcounted, following the trend for all PP decays, due to the smaller masses
involved, which would produce larger momentum transfers, and, thus, reduced intrinsic
form factors.
The modes with ψ(2S) in the final state can be considered in just rough agreement.
In the D0, D∗0 decay sector, once again the pionic modes are grossly overcounted and the
predictions for B¯0 → D∗0ρ0 are compatible with the upper experimental bound.
In Table XI we show results for B− decays in internal emission. The results are related
to the former ones since we have just changed a d¯ spectator quark by a u¯ quark. The
results are similar to those of B¯0 decays, with a bit of overcounting for the B− → ηcK−
rate. The other rates involving ηc or J/ψ are basically compatible with experiment within
errors. We omit to present results in Table XI for the B− → D0π−, D∗0π−, D0ρ−, D∗0ρ−
decays. Indeed, these modes proceed both via internal but also external emission and there
is a constructive interference between these modes. We discussed this issue when referring
to Table IV in subsection IVC. The external emission mode, color favored, is dominant, but
the color suppressed internal emission mode, through interference increases the decay width
of these modes by about a factor of two.
In Table XII we show results for B¯s decays in internal emission. In the J/ψ, ηc sector the
results obtained are fair compared with the experiment. Those in the D0, D∗0 decay sector
are also fair.
In Table XIII we show results of rates involving B−c decays. The only one measured is in
fair agreement with experiment.
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TABLE XII. Branching ratios for B¯s decays in internal emission.
Decay process BR (Theo.) BR (Exp.)
B¯s → ηcη (3.63± 0.27)× 10−4
B¯s → J/ψη (2.55± 0.19)× 10−4 (4.0± 0.7)× 10−4
B¯s → ηcφ (3.64± 0.27)× 10−4
B¯s → J/ψφ (fit to the Exp.) (1.08± 0.08)× 10−3
B¯s → ηcη′ (3.88± 0.29)× 10−4
B¯s → J/ψη′ (2.24± 0.17)× 10−4 (3.3± 0.4)× 10−4
B¯s → D0K0 (fit to the Exp.) (4.3± 0.9)× 10−4
B¯s → D∗0K0 (3.4± 0.7)× 10−4 (2.8± 1.1)× 10−4
B¯s → D0K∗0 (2.1± 0.4)× 10−4 (4.4± 0.6)× 10−4
B¯s → D∗0K∗0 (3.0± 0.6)× 10−4
TABLE XIII. Rates of branching ratios for B−c decays in internal emission.
Rate Theo. Exp.
ΓB−c →ηcD−s /ΓB−c →J/ψD−s 2.03
ΓB−c →ηcD∗−s /ΓB−c →J/ψD−s 0.98
ΓB−c →J/ψD∗−s /ΓB−c →J/ψD−s 3.44 2.5± 0.5
ΓB−c →D0D−/ΓB−c →D∗0D− 1.42
ΓB−c →D0D∗−/ΓB−c →D∗0D− 1.07
ΓB−c →D∗0D∗−/ΓB−c →D∗0D− 1.61
At this point we would like to make some discussion about the momentum transfer
involved in the reactions and the repercussion in form factors. In Table XIV we show some
reactions involving pions in the final state and the reaction used to normalize the data,
together with the overcounting factor in the π decay mode. The momentum transfer from
one hadron to another is calculated in the rest frame of the decaying particle.
In the second and third blocks, where the π overcounting factor is of the order of 100, we
see that the momentum transfer is very large and the difference between momenta in the
π−D+ and ρ−D+ decay modes of of about 70 MeV/c. This seems to indicate that we are
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TABLE XIV. The momentum transfer (q) in reactions involving pions in the final state and the
approximated pi overcounting factor (OCF).
Reaction q [MeV/c] fitted to OCF
Λb → π−Λc 2342 Λb → K−Λc 15
Λb → K−Λc 2314
Λc → π+Λ 864 Λc → K+Λ 15
Λc → K+Λ 781
B¯0 → π−D+ 2306 B¯0 → ρ−D+ 100
B¯0 → ρ−D+ 2235
B− → π−D0 2308 B− → ρ−D0 100
B− → ρ−D0 2237
B¯0s → π−D+s 2320 B¯0s → ρ−D+s 100
B¯0s → ρ−D+s 2248
D0 → π+K− 861 D0 → π+K∗− 5
D0 → π+K∗− 711
D+ → π+K¯0 863 D+ → π+K¯∗0 2
D+ → π+K¯∗0 712
B¯0 → π0D0 2308 B¯0 → ρ0D0 8
B¯0 → ρ0D0 2237
B− → D−s D0 1814
B− → D∗−s D0 1734
at the tail of the form factor where it decreases rapidly and a difference of 70 MeV/c can
make such a difference. On the contrary in the first block, where the overcounting factor is
of the order of 15, the difference of momenta between Λb → π−Λc and Λb → K−Λc is only
about 30 MeV/c which makes the changes in the form factor less drastic. For the case of
Λc → π+Λ and Λc → K+Λ the difference of momenta is of the order of 83 MeV/c, larger
than before, but the total momentum transfers are substantially smaller, so we are in a
region where the form factor do not fall down so fast.
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In the fourth block the momenta are similar as in the Λc decay modes. The difference of
momenta between D0 → π+K− and D0 → π+K∗− is 150MeV/c and the total momentum
transfer is much smaller than in the B¯ decay modes, so we obtain an overcounting factor of
about 5, much smaller than in the B¯ decays. The overcounting factor is about a factor of
two for the D+ → π+K¯0 and D+ → π+K¯∗0, but counting errors in the rates, the difference
between these two cases is not very large, and the important thing is that qualitatively we
can understand the reason for these different overcounting factors.
In the fifth block for the B¯0 → π0D0 and B¯0 → ρ0D0 decay modes, we find a surprise,
since the difference of momenta between them is of the order of 70 MeV/c, like that in the
second block and we should also expect an overcounting factor of the order of 100. Yet, the
overcounting factor is only of the order of 8. The difference between these decays is that
B¯0 → π−D+ proceeds via external emission and B¯0 → D0π0 proceeds via internal emission.
We find a plausible explanation for this: In external emission the momentum transfer, q, is
carried by a single W (see Fig. 4), while in internal emission this momentum can be shared
by two Wqq¯ transitions (see Fig. 7). It is well known in nuclear physics, applying Glauber
theory, that in such cases, the optimal rate appears when the momentum transferred is
equally shared in the two scattering points [65, 66]. Then, assuming a simple form factor
e−α
2q2 , typical of quark models, we would have e−α
2(q/2)2 e−α
2(q/2)2 = e−α
2q2/2 in internal
emission versus e−α
2q2 in external emission. So, the effect of form factors should be more
drastic in external emission.
Finally in the sixth block we show for reference the momentum transfers in the B− →
D−s D
0 and B− → D∗−s D0. We see that the momenta are smaller than in the pionic modes
studied before, and this should make the predictions in that sector more reliable.
F. D decays in internal emission
We have the following cases.
1) D0 → K¯0π0, K¯∗0π0, K¯0ρ0, K¯∗0ρ0 ;
2) D0 → π0π0, ρ0π0, π0ρ0, ρ0ρ0 ; (Cabibbo suppressed)
3) D+ → K¯0π+, K¯∗0π+, K¯0ρ+, K¯∗0ρ+ ;
4) D+ → π0π+, ρ0π+, π0ρ+, ρ0ρ+ ; (Cabibbo suppressed)
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5) D+s → K¯0K+, K¯∗0K+, K¯0K∗+, K¯∗0K∗+ ;
6) D+s → π0K+, ρ0K+, π0K∗+, ρ0K∗+ . (Cabibbo suppressed)
We should note that the decay modes for D+ are the same ones as in external emission
of Table VIII and there can be a mixing. The amplitudes with external emission are bigger,
since the mode is color favored, and this mode will dominate. However, as we saw in the
discussion concerning the B¯0 → π−D+ and B− → π−D0 decays, the interference of the two
mechanisms can lead to larger decay rates than with the external emission alone. However,
in the present case by comparing the D+ → π+K¯0 and D0 → π+K−, if the pattern of
interference was like in B → πD decays we should expect a bigger rate for D+ → π−K¯0,
which proceeds via the two mechanisms. Yet, experimentally the rate for D0 → π+K− is
bigger than forD+ → π+K0 and the same happens with the D+ → π+ρ0 versus D0 → π+ρ−,
where the second rate is bigger than the first, even if we multiply by a factor 2 theD+ → π+ρ0
rate to account for the reduction factor of 1/2 mentioned above. It is clear that the pattern
of interference is different for D mesons and B mesons. Yet, as in the case of Tables III and
IV, the ratio of rates in Table VIII should be fair.
For D0 and Ds decays, the modes obtained here are different than for external emission,
but they can be reached by strong interaction rescattering. By looking at Tables III and
X for B¯0 decay in external and internal emission, we see that the former have one order
of magnitude bigger rates than the latter. It is then quite likely that the internal emission
modes are easier reached by external emission and strong rescattering, and, thus, predictions
made from the internal emission formulas would be misleading. We thus refrain from showing
results for these modes.
One might argue that the B decay modes from internal emission could also be obtained by
external emission followed by strong interaction rescattering. Yet, this is far more unlikely
than in D decays. Indeed, take B¯0 → D−s D+ in external emission and B0 → ηcK¯0 in
internal emission. D−s D
+ and ηcK¯
0 are coupled channels, but transition from one to the
other requires the exchange of a D∗s vector meson in the extended hidden gauge approach
and is penalized by the large mass in the D∗s propagator [67–69]. On the contrary, if we
take D0 → π+K− from external emission and D0 → π0K¯0 from internal emission, the
π+K− → π0K¯0 transition requires the exchange of a ρ and gives rise to the standard chiral
potential. The B decay modes by internal emission are thus, genuine modes, with expected
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small interference from external emission followed by rescattering.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have made a study of the properties of internal and external emission in the weak
decay of heavy hadrons from the point of view of the spin-angular momentum structure,
differentiating among the vector and pseudoscalar decay modes. The rest of the structure
is given by intrinsic form factors related to the spatial wave functions of the quark states,
which do not differentiate the spin of the mesons formed. In this sense, for similar masses of
the decay products, like ηc, J/ψ or D,D
∗, we can obtain rates of decays up to a global factor.
Yet, we are not using heavy quark symmetry, and actually we show that the B → PV,VP
decay modes are proportional to (Bp)2 or (B′p)2, which are terms of type ( p
mQ
)2, with mQ
the heavy quark mass, and would be neglected in a strict heavy quark symmetry counting.
We show that these modes have a similar strength than the B → PP, VV modes which
survive in the heavy quark limit, and these predictions are corroborated by experiment.
The derivation of the final formulas requires a good deal of angular momentum algebra
that we have written in the appendices. Yet, the final formulas are rather easy and we can
show that
∑∑ |t|2 is formally the same for internal and external emission.
We applied the formulas to correlate a large amount of data in Λb,Λc decays and B or
D decays that involve more than 100 reactions. We have taken a given datum for a certain
decay rate and then have made predictions for the related reactions. The agreement in
general is quite good and the discrepancies are systematic. The most remarkable one is that
decay modes involving pions in the final states are overcounted in our approach. We gave an
explanation for that, because the small mass of the pion leads to larger momentum transfers
that reduce the intrinsic form factors related to the spatial wave functions of the quarks
involved, which are independent of the spin rearrangements, since all the quarks are in their
ground state and only spin rearrangement differentiates the pseudoscalar from a vector, say
ηc, J/ψ or D,D
∗.
The results obtained go beyond the evaluation of ratios and the predictions made for decay
rates. We have evaluated the amplitudes for B → PP, PV, VP, VV with the momentum
and spin structure and proper relative phase, and thus, this information is valuable if one
wishes to evaluate loops that contain these intermediate channels, as one would like to do
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in studies related to the possible lack of universality.
The discrepancies for the case of pion production modes can be used to find information
on the intrinsic form factors involved in the reactions beyond the spin-angular momentum
structure that we have studied in detail.
The formulas obtained are ready to compare with future measurements that would involve
polarizations of the vector mesons produced.
In most cases we have made predictions for rates that have not been yet measured. The
results obtained here can be compared with future measurements. The rates obtained can
also be used in analyses that require estimates of some rates to induce other rates.
Finally the formalism deduced here also lays the grounds for further studies in which
one can have internal or external emission, as we have done, and in the final state we
hadronize creating a qq¯ pair with the quantum numbers of the vacuum, which together with
the primary q′q¯′ pair formed leads to two mesons. In this case one would address decay
processes with three particles in the final state and help correlate a larger amount of decay
modes already observed.
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Appendix A: External emission Λb → D
−
s
(D∗−
s
) Λc decay
As was shown in Eq. (12), we must evaluate the matrix element
t = 〈S1|S2〉 〈M ′|γ0 − γ0γ5|M〉+ 〈S1|σi|S2〉 〈M ′|γi − γiγ5|M〉. (A1)
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Using the spinors of Eqs. (4), (8) and the γµ matrices of Eq. (7), and the property
σi σj = δij + i ǫijk σk, (A2)
we get the result 1
t = AA′ [t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5 + t6], (A3)
where
t1 = (1 + BB′ ~p 2) 〈S1|S2〉 〈M ′|M〉,
t2 = −(B + B′) 〈S1|S2〉 〈M ′|~σ · ~p |M〉,
t3 = (B + B′) 〈S1|~σ · ~p |S2〉 〈M ′|M〉,
t4 = (−1 + BB′ ~p 2) 〈S1|σi|S2〉 〈M ′|σi|M〉, (A4)
t5 = −2BB′ 〈S1|~σ · ~p |S2〉 〈M ′|~σ · ~p |M〉,
t6 = i(B − B′) ǫijk pj 〈S1|σi|S2〉 〈M ′|σk|M〉,
with A,A′ or B,B′ coming from Eq. (8) for Λb and Λc respectively.
We proceed now to evaluate the terms ti of the former equation. We use angular momen-
tum algebra following Rose convention and formalism [70].
1. Term t1
We combine now S1, −S2 with the phase (−1)1/2+S2 to give angular momentum jm, with
j = 0, 1,
t1 = (1 + BB′ ~p 2) δS1 S2 δMM ′, (A5)
and combinating to angular momentum j,m we get
t1 → (1 + BB′ ~p 2)
∑
S1
C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,−S2, m) (−1)1/2+S2 δS1 S2 δMM ′
= (1 + BB′ ~p 2)
∑
S1
C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,−S1, 0) (−1)1/2+S1 δMM ′ δm0. (A6)
1 We use σi ≡ σi, i = 1, 2, 3 along the derivation, where σi are the Pauli matrices.
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Using explicitly the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (CGC), we find the sum in this last equation
zero for j = 1 and
t1 = −
√
2 (1 + BB′ ~p 2) δMM ′ δm0 δj0 (A7)
for j = 0.
2. Term t2
We write
~σ · ~p =
∑
µ
(−1)µ σ−µ pµ, (A8)
with σµ in spherical basis (− 1√2(σx + iσy), 1√2(σx − iσy), σz), and
pµ =
√
4π
3
p Y1µ,
in terms of the spherical harmonics.
Then
t2 = −(B + B′) δS1 S2
∑
µ
(−1)µ pµ 〈M ′|σ−µ|M〉.
Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem
〈M ′|σ−µ|M〉 =
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,−µ,M ′), (A9)
which implies M − µ = M ′, one has
t2 = −(B + B′) δS1 S2 (−1)M−M
′
pM−M ′
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,M ′ −M,M ′). (A10)
Combining now to angular momentum jm, we find
t2 →
∑
S1
−(B + B′) δS1 S2 (−1)M−M
′
(−1)1/2+S2
×
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,M ′ −M,M ′) C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,−S2, m) pM−M ′, (A11)
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which implies m = 0, and summing explicitly over S1 as in the case of t1, we get
t2 =
√
2(B + B′) δj 0 δm 0 (−1)M−M ′
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,M ′ −M,M ′) pM−M ′, (A12)
which can also be written, using Eqs. (A8), (A9), as
t2 =
√
2(B + B′) δj 0 δm 0 〈M ′|~σ · ~p |M〉. (A13)
3. Term t3
t3 = (B + B′) 〈S1|~σ · ~p |S2〉 δMM ′
= (B + B′)
∑
µ
(−1)µ 〈S1|σ−µ|S2〉 pµ δMM ′, (A14)
and now combining to jm we have
t3 →
∑
S1
(B + B′) C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,−S2, m) (−1)1/2+S2
×
√
3
∑
µ
(−1)µ C(1
2
1
1
2
; S2,−µ, S1) pµ δMM ′, (A15)
which implies m = S1 − S2 and µ = S2 − S1 = −m. Permuting the order of the arguments
in the second CGC,
C(1
2
1
1
2
; S2, S1 − S2, S1) =
√
2
3
(−1)1/2−S2 C(1
2
1
2
1; S1,−S2, S1 − S2), (A16)
and then ∑
S1
C(1
2
1
2
1; S1,−S2, S1 − S2) C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,−S2, S1 − S2) = δ1j , (A17)
where we have fixed S1 − S2 = m. Hence we have
t3 = −
√
2(B + B′) (−1)−m p−m δMM ′ δj1, (A18)
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which can be rewritten in terms of the polarization vector ~ǫ of the j = 1 D∗s state as
t3 = −
√
2(B + B′) ~ǫ · ~p δMM ′ δj1 , (A19)
since for a vector polarization ǫm in spherical basis one gets the expression of Eq. (A18).
4. Term t4
t4 = (−1 + BB′ ~p 2) 〈S1|σi|S2〉 〈M ′|σi|M〉,
which can be written in spherical basis as
t4 = (−1 + BB′ ~p 2)
∑
µ
(−1)µ 〈S1|σ−µ|S2〉 〈M ′|σµ|M〉
= (−1 + BB′ ~p 2)
∑
µ
(−1)µ
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; S2,−µ, S1)
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,µ,M ′).
Combining spins to produce the jm state we have
t4 → (−1 + BB′ ~p 2)
∑
S1
∑
µ
(−1)µ (−1)1/2+S2 C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,−S2, m)
×
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; S2,−µ, S1) 〈M ′|σµ|M〉, (A20)
which implies S1−S2 = m, S2−µ = S1 and hence µ = −m. Then we can permute arguments
in the second CGC and find
C(1
2
1
1
2
; S2,−µ, S1) = (−1)1/2−S2
√
2
3
C(1
2
1
2
1; S1,−S2, m),
and keeping m fixed
∑
S1
C(1
2
1
2
1; S1, m− S1, m) C(1
2
1
2
j; S1, m− S1, m) = δj1.
Hence we get
t4 = −(−1 + BB′ ~p 2)
√
2 δj1 (−1)−m 〈M ′|σ−m|M〉, (A21)
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which can be rewritten in terms of the D∗−s polarization ~ǫ, as
t4 = −(−1 + BB′ ~p 2)
√
2 〈M ′|~σ · ~ǫ |M〉 δj1. (A22)
For later use in meson decay we can write it from Eq. (A21) as
t4 = −(−1 + BB′ ~p 2)
√
2 δj1 (−1)−m
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,−m,M ′). (A23)
5. Term t5
t5 = −2BB′ 〈S1|~σ · ~p |S2〉 〈M ′|~σ · ~p |M〉,
We can use the results of t3 and immediately write
t5 = 2
√
2BB′ δj1 ~ǫ · ~p 〈M ′|~σ · ~p |M〉, (A24)
but for later use in meson decay we can write it as
t5 = 2
√
2BB′ δj1 (−1)−m p−m
∑
µ
(−1)µ pµ
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,−µ,M ′)
= 2
√
6BB′ δj1 (−1)−m (−1)M−M ′ p−m pM−M ′ C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,M ′ −M,M ′), (A25)
with m the polarization of the vector meson.
6. Term t6
t6 = i(B − B′) ǫijk pj 〈S1|σi|S2〉 〈M ′|σk|M〉,
which can be written in spherical basis as
t6 = (B − B′) (−
√
2)
∑
µν
C(1 1 1; µ, ν, µ+ ν) 〈S1|σµ|S2〉 〈M ′|σν |M〉 (−1)µ+ν p−µ−ν , (A26)
as one can see explicitly by writing σi in terms of σµ (see also Ref. [70]).
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Combining to jm, following the steps of t3, we have
∑
S1
C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,−S2, m) (−1)1/2+S2 〈S1|σµ|S2〉
=
∑
S1
C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,−S2, m) (−1)1/2+S2
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; S2, µ, S1), (A27)
which implies S1−S2 = m and S2 + µ = S1, hence µ = m. Permuting the arguments of the
second CGC, we have
C(1
2
1
1
2
; S2, µ, S1) = (−1)1/2−S2
√
2
3
C(1
2
1
2
1; S1,−S2, µ),
and then keeping m fixed
∑
S1
C(1
2
1
2
1; S1, m− S1, m) C(1
2
1
2
j; S1, m− S1, m) = δj1, (A28)
so
t6 → (B − B′) 2 δj1
∑
mν
C(1 1 1; m, ν) (−1)m+ν p−m−ν
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M, ν,M ′), (A29)
which implies ν = M ′ −M , or equivalently
t6 = −
√
2 (B − B′) δj1 (−
√
2)
∑
mν
C(1 1 1; m, ν) (−1)m+ν p−m−ν 〈M ′|σν |M〉, (A30)
which can be written in terms of the polarization vector ~ǫ by analogy to Eq. (A26) as
t6 = −i
√
2 (B − B′) δj1 (~ǫ× ~p ) · 〈M ′|~σ|M〉. (A31)
This term does not interfere with any of the other terms and one easily finds that
∑∑
pol
|t6|2 = 4 (B − B′)2 ~p 2. (A32)
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7.
∑∑
|t|2 with all terms
Next we perform the sum and average of |t|2 which will appear in the decay width of the
Λb state. We have the two cases:
A) j = 0. We have contribution from t1, t2,
1
2
∑
M,M ′
|t|2 = 1
2
∑
M,M ′
∣∣∣AA′ [−√2 (1 + BB′ ~p 2) δMM ′ +√2(B + B′) 〈M ′|~σ · ~p |M〉]∣∣∣2
= 2(AA′)2[(1 + BB′ ~p 2 )2 + (B + B′)2 ~p 2]. (A33)
B) j = 1. We get contribution from t3, t4, t5, t6,
t = AA′[−√2(B + B′) δMM ′ ~ǫ · ~p−√2 (−1 + BB′ ~p 2) 〈M ′|~σ · ~ǫ |M〉
+2
√
2 BB′ ~ǫ · ~p 〈M ′|~σ · ~p |M〉 − i
√
2 (B − B′) (~ǫ× ~p ) · 〈M ′|~σ|M〉]. (A34)
t3 and t4 interfere with themselves, and there is no further interference. We then get
∑∑
|t|2 = 1
2
∑
M,M ′
∑
ǫ pol
|t|2
= (AA′)2[ 2(B + B′)2 ~p 2 + 6(−1 + BB′ ~p 2)2 − 8(−1 + BB′ ~p 2)BB′ ~p 2
+ 8(BB′)2 ~p 4 + 4(B − B′)2 ~p 2 ]
= (AA′)2[ 6 + 6(B2 + B′2) ~p 2 − 8BB′ ~p 2 + 6(BB′)2 ~p 4 ]. (A35)
We can see that, up to the p terms the strength from D∗−s production is three times
bigger than for D−s production.
Appendix B: External emission in B decays
We evaluate the matrix elements for the case of
B¯0 → D−s D+, D−s D∗+, D∗−s D+, D∗−s D∗+.
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In this case in addition to coupling the c¯s pair from the W vertex to jm, we must couple
the quarks forming the B¯0 to |00〉 and the final cd¯ pair to j′m′.
We have the diagram of Fig. 4 and we take the terms evaluated in the former section.
1. Term t1
We project over spin zero for the B¯0 and j′m′ for the final cd¯ state. Since the bd¯ state
couples to zero spin, the third component of the d¯ spin must be opposite to the one of
the b quark, M , hence d¯ has third component −M . The phase (−1)1/2+M from particle-
hole conjugation appears twice and can be ignored. Furthermore, we will fix m′, which is
M ′ −M and sum over the other spin components. Then we have, taking t1 from Eq. (A7)
and projecting over spin,
t1 →
∑
M
C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,m′) (−
√
2) δMM ′ δj0 (1 + BB′ ~p 2)
= −
√
2 (1 + BB′ ~p 2) δj0 δj′0 δm′0. (B1)
2. Term t2
We take t2 from Eq. (A12) and project over spins. We obtain
t2 →
√
2(B + B′) δj 0
∑
M ′
(−1)M−M ′
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,M ′ −M,M ′)
×pM−M ′ C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,m′), (B2)
which fixes M ′ −M to m′. On the other hand,
C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0) = (−1)1/2−M 1√
2
C(1
2
0
1
2
; M, 0,M)
= (−1)1/2−M 1√
2
, (B3)
C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,M ′ −M,M ′) = (−1)1/2−M
√
2
3
C(1
2
1
2
1; M ′,−M,M ′ −M). (B4)
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Fixing M ′ −M we have
∑
M ′
C(1
2
1
2
1; M ′,−M,M ′ −M) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M) = δj′1. (B5)
The state j′m′ is (1,M ′ −M), which means we have polarization of the vector as ǫ′M ′−M .
The combination (−1)−m′ p−m′ is the contribution of ~ǫ ′ · ~p for a vector with polarization m′.
Hence, the term is written as
t2 =
√
2 (B + B′) δj0 δj′1 ~ǫ ′ · ~p. (B6)
3. Term t3
Taking the term t3 from Eq. (A19) and proceeding as in term t1, we obtain
t3 = −
√
2(B + B′) δj1 δj′0 ~ǫ · ~p. (B7)
4. Term t4
We start from t4 of Eq. (A23) and project over spins. We have
t4 → −(−1 + BB′ ~p 2)
√
2 δj1
∑
M ′
(−1)−m
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,−m,M ′)
·C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,m′), (B8)
which fixes m to M −M ′ and m′ to M ′ −M , hence m = −m′. Using Eqs. (B4),(B3),
C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,−m,M ′) = (−1)1/2−M
√
2
3
C(1
2
1
2
1; M ′,−M,−m), (B9)
C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0) = (−1)1/2−M 1√
2
, (B10)
we have, fixing m′ = −m = M ′ −M ,
∑
M ′
C(1
2
1
2
1; M ′,−M,m′) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,m′) = δj′1. (B11)
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Then
t4 → −(−1 + BB′ ~p 2)
√
2 δj1 δj′1 (−1)−m δm,−m′ . (B12)
Furthermore, now we combine (j,m), (j′,−m) to give spin 00 of the B¯0 and then we get
(j = j′ = 1)
∑
m′
C(j′ j 0; m′,−m′, 0) (−1)m′
=
∑
m′
(−1)m′ (−1)j′−m′ 1√
3
C(j′ 0 j; m′, 0, m′) = − 3√
3
. (B13)
Hence, altogether we find
t4 = 3
√
2
3
δj1 δj′1 (−1 + BB′ ~p 2). (B14)
In order to get the interference with t5, it is convenient to write it with the explicit polar-
ization vector of j and j′. For this we start from Eq. (B12) and realize that (−1)−m δm,−m′
corresponds to the product of the vectors ~ǫ ·~ǫ ′ written in spherical basis. Hence we can write
t4 = −
√
2 (−1 + BB′ ~p 2) δj1 δj′1 ~ǫ · ~ǫ ′. (B15)
Note that 2
∑
ǫi ǫ
′
i ǫj ǫ
′
j = 2δijδij = 2δii = 6, which is the same result that we get when
we take |t4|2 from Eq. (B14) (there the polarizations have been already combined in the
amplitude to have j, j′ combined to zero spin).
5. Term t5
We start from the term t5 of Eq. (A25) and project over spins.
t5 → 2
√
2BB′ δj1
∑
M,M ′
(−1)−m (−1)M−M ′ p−m pM−M ′
×
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,M ′ −M,M ′)C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,m′). (B16)
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Once again, fixing m′ which is M ′ −M and proceeding as done for the former term,
∑
M ′
C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,M ′ −M,M ′) C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,m′)
=
∑
M ′
(−1)1/2−M 1√
2
(−1)1/2−M
√
2
3
C(1
2
1
2
1; M ′,−M,m′)C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,m′)
=
1√
3
δj′1, (B17)
and we get
t5 → 2
√
2BB′ δj1 δj′1 (−1)−m (−1)M−M ′ p−m pM−M ′. (B18)
We cannot now combine j, j′ to give zero, because we have two vectors p−m pM−M ′, which
can combine to orbital angular momentum L = 0 or L = 2, and it is (j ⊗ L) ⊗ j′ that
must couple to spin zero. Because of this, it is better to write Eq. (B18) in terms of the
polarization vectors, which is quite simple because (−1)−m p−m is ~ǫ · ~p in spherical basis and
(−1)M−M ′ pM−M ′ is ~ǫ ′ · ~p. Thus
t5 → 2
√
2BB′ δj1 δj′1 (~ǫ · ~p ) (~ǫ ′ · ~p ). (B19)
The decomposition of ǫi pi ǫ
′
j pj into s and d-waves
pi pj → (pi pj − 1
3
~p 2 δij) +
1
3
~p 2 δij
shows that the s-wave, 1
3
~p 2 δij, has the same structure ~ǫ · ~ǫ ′ as for t4 in Eq. (B15) and thus
interferes, while the d-wave term will sum incoherently.
6. Term t6
We start from the term t6 from Eq. (A29) and project over spins. Then
t6 → 2(B − B′) δj1
∑
mν
∑
M ′
C(1 1 1; m, ν) (−1)m+ν p−m−ν
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M, ν,M ′)
×C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M), (B20)
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which fixes ν = M ′ −M . Keeping M ′ −M fixed, we use Eq. (B17) and obtain
t6 → 2(B − B′) δj1 δj′1
∑
m,ν
C(1 1 1; m, ν) (−1)m+ν p−m−ν , (B21)
which by virtue of Eq. (A26) can be recast as
t6 = i
√
2 (B − B′) δj1 δj′1 (~ǫ×~ǫ ′) · ~p . (B22)
7.
∑∑
|t|2 for all combinations
A) j = 0, j′ = 0:
Only the term t1 contributes and we find from Eq. (B1)
(AA′)2
∑∑
|t|2 = 2(1 + BB′~p 2)2 (AA′)2. (B23)
B) j = 0, j′ = 1:
Only the term t2 contributes and we find
(AA′)2
∑∑
|t|2 = 2(B + B′)2~p 2 (AA′)2. (B24)
C) j = 1, j′ = 0:
Only the term t3 contributes and we find
(AA′)2
∑∑
|t|2 = 2(B + B′)2~p 2 (AA′)2. (B25)
It is interesting to see that the case of j = 1, j′ = 0 gives the same contribution as that
of j = 0, j′ = 1, which is corroborated by experiment.
D) j = 1, j′ = 1:
Here we have a contribution from t4, t5, t6. As mentioned before, t4 and t5 interfere
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partially but they do not interfere with t6.
(AA′)2
∑∑
|t4 + t5 + t6|2
= (AA′)2
∑∑∣∣∣−√2 (−1 + BB′ ~p 2) ~ǫ · ~ǫ ′ + 2√2BB′ (~ǫ · ~p ) (~ǫ ′ · ~p )
+i
√
2 (B − B′) (~ǫ×~ǫ ′) · ~p
∣∣∣2
= (AA′)2 [6 (−1 + BB′ ~p 2)2 − 8BB′ (−1 + BB′ ~p 2) ~p 2
+ 8 (BB′)2 ~p 4 + 4 (B − B′)2 ~p 2 ]
= (AA′)2 [ 6 + 4B2 ~p 2 + 4B′2 ~p 2 − 12BB′ ~p 2 + 6 (BB′)2 ~p 4 ]. (B26)
Appendix C: Matrix element for internal emission for baryon decay
Using Eq. (A2), we can work out the terms ti in Eq. (26), and get a more simplified
expression, where t6, t7, t8 are incorporated in t
′
3, t
′
2, t
′
4, t
′
5 and t
′
9,
t = AA′ [ t′1 + t′2 + t′3 + t′4 + t′5 + t′9 ], (C1)
with
t′1 = (1− BB′ ~p 2) 〈M ′|S2〉 〈S1|M〉,
t′2 = (B − B′) 〈S1|M〉 〈M ′|~σ · ~p |S2〉,
t′3 = (B − B′) 〈M ′|S2〉 〈S1|~σ · ~p |M〉,
t′4 = 2BB′ 〈M ′|~σ · ~p |S2〉 〈S1|~σ · ~p |M〉, (C2)
t′5 = −(1 + BB′ ~p 2) 〈M ′|σi|S2〉 〈S1|σi|M〉,
t′9 = i(B + B′) ǫijk pj 〈M ′|σi|S2〉 〈S1|σk|M〉.
We follow here a different approach than in the external emission and we choose as z
direction to write the spin states, the direction of the momentum ~p. Hence ~p ≡ p uˆz. Then
〈S ′|~σ · ~p |S〉 = 〈S ′|σz|S〉p = p (−1)1/2−S δSS′.
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We proceed to evaluate the contribution of each term for j = 0, j = 1.
1. Term t′
1
In order to project over jm, we must multiply by (−1)1/2+S2 C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,−S2, m) and sum
over S1.
t′1 →
∑
S1
(−1)1/2+S2 C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,−S2, m) δM ′ S2 δS1M (1− BB′ ~p 2), (C3)
which implies m = M −M ′,
t′1 → (−1)1/2+M
′ C(1
2
1
2
j; M,−M ′,M −M ′) (1− BB′ ~p 2). (C4)
We can split it for j = 0, j = 1. For j = 0,M −M ′ = 0, we get
t′1 (j = 0)→ (−1)1/2+M
′
(−1)1/2−M 1√
2
δMM ′ (1− BB′ ~p 2)
= − 1√
2
δMM ′ (1− BB′ ~p 2). (C5)
For j = 1 we leave it explicitly as in Eq. (C4),
t′1 (j = 1)→ (−1)1/2+M
′ C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′) (1− BB′ ~p 2). (C6)
2. Term t′
2
t′2 → (B − B′) p 〈S1|M〉 〈M ′|σz|S2〉
= (B − B′) p (−1)1/2−S2 δS2M ′ δS1M , (C7)
and projecting over jm,
t′2 →
∑
S1
(−1)1/2+S2 C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,−S2, m) (B − B′) p (−1)1/2−S2 δS2M ′ δS1M
= −(B − B′) p C(1
2
1
2
j; M,−M ′,M −M ′). (C8)
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Once again, for j = 0 we obtain
t′2 (j = 0)→ −(B − B′) p (−1)1/2−M
1√
2
δMM ′, (C9)
for j = 1 we leave it as in Eq. (C8),
t′2 (j = 1)→ −(B − B′) p C(
1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′). (C10)
3. Term t′
3
t′3 → (B′ − B) δS2M ′ (−1)1/2−M δS1M . (C11)
This term has the same structure as t′2 but the phase is (−1)1/2−M instead of (−1)1/2−M ′ .
Thus
t′3 → −(B′ − B) p (−1)M
′−M C(1
2
1
2
j; M,−M ′,M −M ′). (C12)
Then
t′3 (j = 0) = −(B′ − B) p (−1)1/2−M
1√
2
δMM ′, (C13)
t′3 (j = 1) = −(B′ − B) p (−1)M
′−M C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′). (C14)
4. Term t′
4
t′4 → 2BB′ p2 (−1)1/2−S2 δS2M ′ (−1)1/2−M δS1M ,
which again is like t′2 but with an extra phase (−1)1/2−M . Hence
t′4 (j = 0) = −
2√
2
BB′ ~p 2 δMM ′, (C15)
t′4 (j = 1) = −2BB′ ~p 2 C(
1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′) (−1)1/2−M . (C16)
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5. Term t′
5
Let us write in spherical basis,
t˜5 ≡ 〈M ′|σi|S2〉 〈S1|σi|M〉
=
∑
µ
(−1)µ 〈M ′|σµ|S2〉 〈S1|σ−µ|M〉
=
∑
µ
(−1)µ
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; S2, µ,M
′)
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,−µ, S1), (C17)
which implies S2 + µ = M
′, M − µ = S1 and hence S2 =M ′ −M + S1.
t˜5 = 3 (−1)M−S1 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M ′ −M + S1,M − S1,M ′) C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,S1 −M,S1). (C18)
Projecting over spin jm, we have
t˜5 → 3
∑
S1
(−1)M−S1 (−1)1/2+M ′−M+S1 C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,M −M ′ − S1,M −M ′)
× C(1
2
1
1
2
; M ′ −M + S1,M − S1,M ′) C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,S1 −M,S1). (C19)
Now S1 appears in the three coefficients and we must construct a Racah coefficient from
there. We reorder the CGC as
C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,S1 −M,S1) = (−1)1/2−M
√
2
3
C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−S1,M−S1), (C20)
C(1
2
1
1
2
;M ′−M+S1,M−S1,M ′) = (−1)1/2+1−1/2C(1 1
2
1
2
; M−S1,M ′−M+S1,M ′), (C21)
C(1
2
1
2
j;S1,M−M ′−S1,M−M ′) = (−1)1/2+1/2−jC(1
2
1
2
j;−S1,M ′−M+S1,M ′−M), (C22)
and then apply Eq. (6.5a) of Ref. [70], summing over S1 keeping M − M ′ fixed, and we
obtain
t˜5 → (−1)M ′−M−j+1 3
√
2
3
[(2j + 1) · 3]1/2W (1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
; 1j) C(1
2
j
1
2
; M,M ′ −M,M ′)
= 6 (−1)1/2+M ′−j W (1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
; 1j) C(1
2
1
2
j; M,−M ′,M −M ′), (C23)
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where W (· · · ) is a Racah coefficient, which can be calculated using formulas from the Ap-
pendix of Ref. [70], and we get
W (
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
; 1j) = (−1)−j
[ 1
2
− 1
3
j(j + 1)
]
. (C24)
Note that this term has the same structure as t′1, and we get t
′
1 + t
′
5 substituting
(1− BB′ ~p 2)→ (1− BB′ ~p 2)− 3(1 + BB′ ~p 2), for j = 0
(1− BB′ ~p 2)→ (1− BB′ ~p 2) + (1 + BB′ ~p 2), for j = 1
Hence
t′1 + t
′
5 =


−(2 + 4BB′ ~p 2) (−1)1/2+M ′ C(1
2
1
2
j; M,−M ′,M −M ′), for j = 0;
2 (−1)1/2+M ′ C(1
2
1
2
j; M,−M ′,M −M ′), for j = 1.
(C25)
For j = 0 it gets further simplified like t′1 and we get
(t′1 + t
′
5) (j = 0) =
1√
2
(2 + 4BB′ ~p 2) δMM ′, (C26)
(t′1 + t
′
5) (j = 1) = 2 (−1)1/2+M
′ C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′). (C27)
6. Term t′
9
We take t′9 from Eq. (C2), and using Eq. (A26) we write it in spherical basis
t′9 → −
√
2 (B + B′)
∑
µν
C(1 1 1; µ, ν) 〈M ′|σµ|S2〉 〈S1|σν |M〉 (−1)µ+ν p−µ−ν .
We take again ~p in the z direction and then µ+ ν = 0. Hence
t′9 → −
√
2 (B + B′) p
∑
µ
C(1 1 1; µ,−µ) 〈M ′|σµ|S2〉 〈S1|σ−µ|M〉
= −
√
2 (B + B′) p
∑
µ
C(1 1 1; µ,−µ)
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; S2, µ,M
′)
×
√
3 C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,−µ, S1). (C28)
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And projecting over spin jm
t′9 → −3
√
2 (B + B′) p
∑
S1
(−1)1/2+S2 C(1
2
1
2
j; S1,−S2, m)
×
∑
µ
C(1 1 1; µ,−µ) C(1
2
1
1
2
; S2, µ,M
′) C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,−µ, S1), (C29)
which requires S2 + µ = M
′, M − µ = S1. Hence m =M −M ′ and
t′9 → −3
√
2 (B + B′) p
∑
µ
(−1)1/2+M ′−µ C(1 1 1; µ,−µ)
× C(1
2
1
2
j; M − µ, µ−M ′,M −M ′)
× C(1
2
1
1
2
; M ′ − µ, µ,M ′) C(1
2
1
1
2
; M,−µ,M − µ)
= −3
√
2 (B + B′) p
∑
µ
(−1)1/2+M ′−µ C(1 1 1; µ,−µ)
× C(1
2
1
2
j; M − µ, µ−M ′,M −M ′)
× (−1)1/2−M ′+µ
√
2
3
C(1
2
1
2
1; M ′, µ−M ′, µ) (−1)1/2−M
×
√
2
3
C(1
2
1
2
1; M,µ−M,µ). (C30)
This combination cannot be cast into a Racah coefficient, but it is easy to evaluate.
Indeed, since C(111; 000) = 0, µ can only be +1 or −1. From the last two CGC we have: if
M = 1/2 then µ = +1 and M ′ = 1/2; if M = −1/2 then µ = −1 and M ′ = −1/2 and the
two CGC are 1. Then we have
t′9 → 2
√
2 (−1)1/2−M (B+B′) p
∑
µ
C(1 1 1; µ,−µ) C(1
2
1
2
j; M−µ, µ−M ′,M−M ′). (C31)
Now we have
j = 0 : M =M ′ = 1/2, t′9 = −
√
2 (B + B′) p ;
M =M ′ = −1/2, t′9 =
√
2 (B + B′) p.
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Hence
t′9 (j = 0) =
√
2 (B + B′) p δMM ′ (−1)1/2+M . (C32)
j = 1 : M = M ′ = 1/2, t′9 =
√
2 (B + B′) p ;
M = M ′ = −1/2, t′9 =
√
2 (B + B′) p.
Hence
t′9 (j = 1) =
√
2 (B + B′) p δMM ′. (C33)
We summarize in the following.
1) j = 0:
t′1 + t
′
5 =
1√
2
(2 + 4BB′ ~p 2) δMM ′,
t′2 = −
1√
2
(B − B′) p (−1)1/2−M δMM ′,
t′3 = −
1√
2
(B′ − B) p (−1)1/2−M δMM ′, (C34)
t′4 = −
√
2 BB′ ~p 2 δMM ′ ,
t′9 =
√
2 (B + B′) p (−1)1/2+M δMM ′.
We can see that t′2 and t
′
3 cancel here and t
′
4 adds coherently to t
′
1 + t
′
5. Also t
′
9 does not
interfere with those terms in
∑∑ |t|2. Thus
∑∑
|t|2 = 2 (AA′)2
[
(1 + BB′ ~p 2 )2 + (B + B′)2 ~p 2
]
. (C35)
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2) j = 1:
t′1 + t
′
5 = 2 (−1)1/2+M
′ C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′),
t′2 = −(B − B′) p C(
1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′),
t′3 = −(B′ − B) p (−1)M
′−M C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′), (C36)
t′4 = −2BB′ ~p 2 (−1)1/2−M C(
1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′),
t′9 =
√
2 (B + B′) p δMM ′.
We can still work out the sum of t′2 and t
′
3, which now does not cancel. Indeed, if
M ′−M = ±1, the two terms have opposite sign which is compensated by having B−B′
in t′2 or B′ − B in t′3. Hence, they sum. If M ′ −M = 0, the two terms cancel. We can
implement this by means of the factor
(−)(−1)1/2−M 2
√
2 C(1 1 1; M ′ −M,M −M ′, 0),
and we can write
t′2+t
′
3 = 2
√
2 (B−B′) p (−1)1/2−M C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M−M ′) C(1 1 1; M ′−M,M−M ′, 0).
In order to see the interference of these terms in
∑∑ |t|2, we will perform the sum over
M and M ′ −M , and 1
2
∑
M
∑
M ′ ≡ 12
∑
M
∑
M ′−M . In most terms we get
1
2
∑
M ′−M
∑
M
C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′)2 = 1
2
∑
M ′−M
1 =
3
2
. (C37)
However, because of the C(1 1 1; M ′ −M,M −M ′, 0) coefficient, t′2 + t′3 does not interfere
with any term. Similarly t′9 does not interfere with any term, but there is an interference
between t′1 + t
′
5 and t
′
4. This is because t
′
4 comes from a term of type (~σ · ~p )(~σ · ~p ) and pipj
can combine to s-wave 1
3
~p 2 δij or d-wave (pipj − 13 δij). The part of s-wave interferes with
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t′1 + t
′
5 and we get it in the following way,
1
2
2
∑
M
∑
M ′
(t′1 + t
′
5) t
′
4 → −4BB′ ~p 2
∑
M ′−M
∑
M
(−1)1+M ′−M C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′)2
= 4BB′ ~p 2
∑
M ′−M
(−1)M ′−M · 1 = 4BB′ ~p 2 (−1 − 1 + 1)
= −4BB′ ~p 2. (C38)
Similarly,
1
2
∑
M
∑
M ′
(t′2 + t
′
3)
2 → 1
2
∑
M ′−M
∑
M
8 (B − B′)2 ~p 2 C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′)2
× C(1 1 1; M ′ −M,M −M ′, 0)2
=
1
2
8 (B − B′)2 ~p 2
∑
M ′−M
C(1 1 1; M ′ −M,M −M ′, 0)2
= 4 (B − B′)2 ~p 2, (C39)
and ∑
M
∑
M ′
2 (B + B′)2 ~p 2 δMM ′ = 2 (B + B′)2 ~p 2. (C40)
Thus, altogether
∑∑
|t|2
= (AA′)2
[3
2
× 4 + 4 (B − B′)2 ~p 2 + 3
2
× 4 (BB′)2 ~p 4 − 4BB′ ~p 2 + 2 (B + B′)2 ~p 2
]
= (AA′)2
[
6 + 6B2 ~p 2 + 6B′2 ~p 2 − 8BB′ ~p 2 + 6 (BB′)2 ~p 4
]
. (C41)
This result is the same obtained in Eq. (A35) for external emission.
Appendix D: Internal emission for B decays
We look at the diagram of Fig. 7 and take the terms t′i of Eqs. (C34) and (C36) projecting
over spin zero to bd¯ quarks and to j′m′ the s, d quarks. The phase from particle-hole
conjugation corresponding to the d¯ state appears twice and can be ignored. We discuss each
term in detail.
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1. j = 0 case
We have two terms contributing, t′1 + t
′
5 + t
′
4 =
√
2(1 + BB′ ~p 2 )δMM ′ and t′9 =
√
2 (B +
B′) p (−1)1/2+M δMM ′ . Projecting over spin zero for the B meson and spin j′m′ for K¯0, and
fixing M ′ −M = m′, we obtain
t′1 + t
′
5 + t
′
4 →
∑
M
√
2 (1 + BB′ ~p 2 ) δMM ′ C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0)
× C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M)
=
√
2 (1 + BB′ ~p 2 ) δj′0 δm′0 ; (D1)
t′9 →
∑
M
√
2 (B + B′) p (−1)1/2+M δMM ′ C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0)
× C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M)
=
∑
M
√
2 (B + B′) p (−1)1/2+M (−1)1/2−M 1√
2
C(1
2
1
2
j′; M,−M, 0)
= −
√
2 (B + B′) p δj′1 δm′0 . (D2)
2. j = 1 case
We study the different terms of Eq.(C36) and project them over spin zero for the B meson
and j′m′ for the K¯0.
In this case we fix m = −m′ = M − M ′, which is one degree of freedom to sum in∑∑ |t|2. The fact that ~p is chosen in the z direction forces m = −m′ here.
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t′1 + t
′
5 →
∑
M ′
2 (−1)1/2+M ′ C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′) C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0)
× C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M)
=
∑
M ′
2 (−1)1/2+M ′ 1√
2
(−1)1/2−M C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′)
× C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M)
= −
∑
M ′
√
2 (−1)M ′−M C(1
2
1
2
1; M ′,−M,M ′ −M) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M)
= −
√
2 (−1)M ′−M δj′1. (D3)
Recall that we will sum over M ′ −M in ∑∑ |t|2.
t′2 + t
′
3 →
∑
M ′
2
√
2 (B − B′) p (−1)1/2−M C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′)
× C(1 1 1; M ′ −M,M −M ′, 0) C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M)
=
∑
M ′
2
√
2 (B − B′) p (−1)1/2−M C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′)
× C(1 1 1; M ′ −M,M −M ′, 0) (−1)1/2−M 1√
2
C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M)
= 2 (B − B′) p C(1 1 1; M ′ −M,M −M ′, 0)
×
∑
M ′
C(1
2
1
2
1; M ′,−M,M ′ −M) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M)
= 2 (B − B′) p C(1 1 1; M ′ −M,M −M ′, 0) δj′1. (D4)
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t′4 →
∑
M
(−2) BB′ ~p 2 C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′) (−1)1/2−M
× C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M)
= −2 BB′ ~p 2
∑
M
C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′) (−1)1/2−M
× 1√
2
(−1)1/2−M C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M)
= −
√
2 BB′ ~p 2
∑
M
C(1
2
1
2
1; M,−M ′,M −M ′) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M,−M ′,M −M ′)
= −
√
2 BB′ ~p 2 δj′1, for any m′. (D5)
t′9 →
∑
M
√
2 (B + B′) p δMM ′ C(1
2
1
2
0; M,−M, 0) C(1
2
1
2
j′; M ′,−M,M ′ −M)
=
√
2 (B + B′) p δj′0 δm′0. (D6)
We summarize now,
t =


√
2 AA′ (1 + BB′ ~p 2)δm′0, for j = 0, j′ = 0;
−√2 AA′ (B + B′) p δm′0, for j = 0, j′ = 1;
√
2 AA′ (B + B′) p δm′0, for j = 1, j′ = 0;
AA′ [−√2 (−1)M ′−M −√2 BB′ ~p 2
+ 2 (B − B′) p C(1 1 1; M ′ −M,M −M ′, 0) ], for j = 1, j′ = 1.
(D7)
For j = 1, j′ = 1, we have three terms coming respectively from t′1 + t
′
5, t
′
4 and t
′
2 + t
′
3. The
last term does not interfere with the other two in
∑∑ |t|2, but the first two terms interfere
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and we have
∑
M ′−M
[−√2 (−1)M ′−M −√2 BB′ ~p 2 ]2
= 2
∑
M ′−M
[
1 + (BB′)2 ~p 4 + 2 (−1)M ′−M BB′ ~p 2 ]
= 2
[
3 + 3 (BB′)2 ~p 4 − 2BB′ ~p 2 ], (D8)
∑
M−M ′
4 (B − B′)2 ~p 2 C(1 1 1; M ′ −M,M −M ′, 0)2
= 4 (B − B′)2 ~p 2. (D9)
Hence finally we get
∑∑
|t|2 =


2 (AA′)2 (1 + BB′ ~p 2)2, for j = 0, j′ = 0;
2 (AA′)2 (B + B′)2 ~p 2, for j = 0, j′ = 1;
2 (AA′)2 (B + B′)2 ~p 2, for j = 1, j′ = 0;
(AA′)2[6 + 4B2 ~p 2 + 4B′2 ~p 2 − 12BB′ ~p 2 + 6 (BB′)2 ~p 4 ], for j = 1, j′ = 1.
(D10)
It is remarkable that we have obtained the same results that we obtained for external
emission in Section IIB (see the summary in Eqs. (16)-(19)), even if the topology is different
and the original matrix elements also different.
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